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Motion PerceptionMotion Perception
one of the most basic aspects of one of the most basic aspects of 
visionvision
–– selective evolutionary pressureselective evolutionary pressure

motion motion agnosiaagnosia
–– pouringpouring
–– talkingtalking
–– walking aroundwalking around

Sensitivity to MovementSensitivity to Movement

2.5 mm/s 0.25 mm/s

Snail to cross a regular office 
desk (1.5m) would take 10 min

Snail to cross a regular office 
desk (1.5m) would take 100 min
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Aperture ProblemAperture Problem
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How do we perceive motion?How do we perceive motion?
movement of an image across the movement of an image across the 
retina?retina?
–– perceive movement despite no actual perceive movement despite no actual 

movementmovement
autokineticautokinetic effecteffect
induced motioninduced motion
apparent motionapparent motion
movement aftereffectmovement aftereffect

–– tracking tracking –– smooth pursuit movementsmooth pursuit movement
–– scanning scanning –– position & direction position & direction 

constancyconstancy

Corollary Discharge TheoryCorollary Discharge Theory
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Evidence for CDTEvidence for CDT

afterimageafterimage

Motor Sensory

motor 
signal Comparator
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Evidence for CDTEvidence for CDT

pushing on eyeballpushing on eyeball

Motor Sensory

Comparator

image movement signal

Evidence for CDTEvidence for CDT

paralyzing eye paralyzing eye 
musclesmuscles
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Information in the Optic ArrayInformation in the Optic Array
optic array optic array –– the structure created the structure created 
by surfaces, textures, and contours by surfaces, textures, and contours 
in the environmentin the environment
local disturbances local disturbances ––
accretion/deletionaccretion/deletion
global optical flowglobal optical flow
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Perceptual OrganizationPerceptual Organization
pointpoint--lightlight
camouflagecamouflage
kinetic depth effect (structure from kinetic depth effect (structure from 
motion)motion)
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Intelligence of Motion PerceptionIntelligence of Motion Perception
perceptual system takes perceptual system takes 
characteristics of the environment, characteristics of the environment, 
as well as knowledge, expectations as well as knowledge, expectations 
and memories, into account to make and memories, into account to make 
sense of stimulisense of stimuli
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Knowledge about human bodyKnowledge about human body
ShiffarShiffar and and FreydFreyd –– picture of person picture of person 
with fist behind head alternated with with fist behind head alternated with 
picture of person with fist in front of facepicture of person with fist in front of face

< 200ms interval fist passed through < 200ms interval fist passed through 
headhead
> 200ms interval fist went around head> 200ms interval fist went around head

Take home messageTake home message
motion perception covers a large motion perception covers a large 
range of phenomenarange of phenomena
from very simple movements like a from very simple movements like a 
single dot moving left to right, all the single dot moving left to right, all the 
way up to the complex movements way up to the complex movements 
of the human bodyof the human body


